Abstract This paper investigates a port layout problem, where the layout of an installation port for an offshore wind farm needs to be generated in an efficient way so as to minimise the transportation cost of main components of an offshore wind turbine within the port. Two mixed integer linear programming (MILP) models are established to configure the optimal port layout, where the shapes of subareas that need to be located in the port are rectangular with several possible dimensional configurations to select from and the shape of the port area can be treated as either a convex or a concave polygon. The MILPs can be solved to optimality for small-sized problems. Matheuristic approaches based on Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) and an exact method (MILP) are also proposed to find solutions for medium-sized problems. The methods are assessed using randomly generated data sets. In addition, the area of a proposed Scottish port is used as a case study. The results obtained from the computational experiments validate the effectiveness of the proposed matheuristic approaches.
Introduction
Within two decades of the installation of the first offshore wind farm (OWF) in 1991, the offshore wind industry has experienced a substantial growth in terms of the number of projects and the capacity per project. Although in the late 1990s single wind turbines (WT) with power ratings less than hundreds of KW were installed, today offshore wind farms are planned with capacities above 1 GW. Thus, it is fair to say that OWF have generation capacities comparable to that of existing conventional power plants (Perveen et al. 2014) . By the end of 2014, there were 25 GW of consented offshore wind projects in Europe (EWEA, (Tompkins et al., 1996) . The opposite however, will put constraints on all parts of the project (Thomson, 2012 ).
The wind farm port layout problem has the similarity to the facility layout problem (FLP) and container port layout problems. The port area can be segmented into subareas: unloading areas, storage areas, staging areas and loading areas (see Figure 1 ). The components (including nacelle, tower and blades) are unloaded at the unloading area along the road of the entrance of the offshore wind port where each component is stored at its respective storage area. The components are then taken to the staging area allocated to each component where further preparation and assembly is performed. Lastly, components are taken to the loading area at the quayside where they will be loaded on the heavy lift vessels and taken offshore. It is recognised that the average container port item is lighter, smaller and more regularly shaped than a wind farm component. The heavy and irregular shaped wind farm components require a platform vehicle with a large array of wheels to transport, which The facility layout problem (FLP) is the placement of the facilities with known dimensions in the plant area to minimize operating cost and maximize system efficiency. FLP exists in various contexts in the literature, e.g., positioning machines in automated manufacturing systems or locating buildings on a factory premises. A FLP generally has a set of constraints as follows: (1) all facilities must be located within a given plant area; (2) these facilities must not overlap with one another, and some facilities must be fixed at certain locations or forbidden for being in specific regions (Meller & Gau, 1996) . Recent publications on FLP addressed more complicated and realistic constraints, like: (3) the layout must fulfil aspect ratio (height to width or width to height) constraints for the dimension of In the offshore wind farm port layout problem, both general and specific constraints (1) to (5) in FLP are considered. As shown in Figure 1 , each subarea can be represented as a rectangular block, considering its area, orientation and aspect ratio (Tam and Li, 1991) . The two orientations considered for each subarea are horizontal or vertical to the port seaside, and according to the offshore wind farm port layout practice, both orientations are allowed for each subarea. The aspect ratio of the subarea is defined as the ratio of the subarea's long side length to its shorter side length. The areas, minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) aspect ratios, and orientation of the subarea i are specified in Table 1 as an example. The feature that the port area may need to be represented as an irregular shape based on its geographic characteristics complicates the FLP problem. For example, some of solution techniques dealing with rectangular shaped facility and/or plant area may not be applicable (Heragu and Kusiak, 1991; Meller et al., 1999 ), e.g., when a plant area has a rectangular shape, the aspect ratio can be used to restrict the occurrence of an extremely long and narrow facility. However, when a plant area has an arbitrary shape, dealing with aspect ratios is challenging. In the literature, only one study is found in the FLP literature, which dealt with both an irregular shaped plant area and aspect ratio (Chen et al., 2015) . The slicing structure (Chen et al., 2015) applied to divide the irregular shape logistics park into several nonoverlapping regions is not accurate enough to measure the distance between two subareas in the offshore wind port layout problem considered by this paper.
In this paper, to cope with aspect ratio, aisle and irregular shape of the port area at the same time, the actual lengths and widths of the subarea i are predefined by the offshore wind farm port layout decision maker according to the dimensions of the components, aisle area required by the vehicles, aspect ratios and required rotations. Table 1 are presented in Table 2 . The aspect ratios are within the ranges defined in Table 1 and the requirements of the orientation of the subareas are satisfied. Different orientations have been considered as different actual sizes of the same subarea. In each rectangle, the aisle area has been included. To our best knowledge, no other papers in FLPs have ever dealt with aspect ratio, aisle and irregular shape at the same time for this type of port layout problem. Different from the constraint (6) in the FLP, the port layout problem aims to generate a feasible port layout satisfying constraint (1) to (5) for an offshore wind port with the minimum total transportation cost of the components' movements between subareas, where the transportation cost is defined as a linear function of the rectilinear distance between the centres of two rectangles (Chwif et al., 1998) . The closeness relationships of the subareas 5 have been considered using a binary matrix indicating whether each component will move from one subarea to another (See Section 3.1).
From a geometric point of view, the offshore wind farm port layout problem can be considered as assigning a set of appropriate rectangular areas (e.g. loading, unloading, storage, and stage areas) to a port area of irregular shape, where each rectangle is selected from a cluster of rectangles of different sizes (as shown in Table 2 ). There are in total K clusters/subareas to consider and the set of appropriate rectangles are composed of one and exactly one rectangle from each cluster. If the K rectangles are chosen from the K clusters before the assignment process starts, the problem can be simplified to 2D irregular shape Single Bin Size Bin Packing Problem (SBSBPP) according to the typology of cutting and packing problems from Wäscher et al. (2007) . We refer to our problem as a generalized 2D irregular shape SBSBPP. To our best knowledge, there is no such paper in the literature of cutting and packing problems available for this port layout problem due to the fact that a choice of a rectangle from each cluster needs to be made during the assignment process. A detailed review on SBSBPP will be provided in Section 2.
Unfortunately, both layout problems and cutting and packing problems are known to be complex and are generally NP-Hard (Garey and Johnson,1979) . As a result, the optimal solution can be found only for small and medium sized problems and heuristic algorithms need to be designed to find efficient solutions.
This paper is divided into 6 main sections. In the next section (Section 2), an overview of the literature regarding facility layout problems, port layout problems, and relevant packing and cutting papers is given. Section 3 presents the formulations of the proposed port layout models for an offshore wind port. The description of the proposed matheuristic methods for solving medium-sized problems is given in Section 4. In Section 5, the computational study is presented followed by conclusions and suggestions for future work in Section 6.
Literature Review
Given the dearth of offshore wind port literature, and the similarity of some of the operations between facility layout problem (FLP), container ports and this offshore wind farm port layout problem, a review of the FLP and container port literature has been 6 conducted to assess the methodologies that have been applied to deal with layout optimisation problems. Further, from geometric point of view, this offshore wind farm port layout problem is a SBSBPP. We first review FLP, then the container port layout problem and finally the SBSBPP. respectively.
Facility Layout Problem
The QAP was introduced first by Koopmans and Beckman (1957) to solve the equal area facility layout problem under the assumption that all locations are fixed and known a priori.
Based on Kusiak and Heragu (1987) the unequal area FLP could be modelled as a modified QAP by breaking the departments into small grids with equal area, assigning a large artificial flow between those grids of the same department to ensure that they are not split. However due to the increase in departments, it is not possible to solve even small problems with a few unequal area departments (Meller and Gau, 1996) . Bozer and Meller (1993) show that such approach is ineffective because it implicitly adds a department shape constraint. In addition, the discrete representations of QAP are not suited to represent the exact position of facilities in the plant area and the some specific constraints cannot be expressed appropriately by QAP, e.g. orientation of facilities.
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The continuous representation of the FLPs is often addressed as a Mixed Integer
Programming Problem (Das, 1993 It is found that most of the MIPs of the FLPs in the literature examined the aspect ratio in rectangular shaped FLPs. The only study found in the FLP literature, which considered the aspect ratio in an irregular shaped logistics park area (Chen et al., 2015) has applied slicing structure to the problem, which cannot reflect the precise location of the subarea in our OWF port layout problem. The above considerations were partial motivation for this research paper.
Port Layout
Two major compartments within a container port have been considered in the literature, which are quay side and yard side (Rashidi and Tsang, 2013 Despite the influence of the yard layout problem on the productivity of the container handling operation, this problem has been studied less frequently in the literature. Among the four mentioned literature works on container port layout problems, all the container blocks have the same predefined orientation: parallel or perpendicular to the yard.
In addition, the straight driving lanes separate the container blocks in a slicing way as described in the slicing structure in the FLPs, which simplify the geometric non-overlapping requirement of the container blocks. Finally, no aspect ratio is needed to define the shape of the container blocks. Our OWF Port Layout problem has more similarities to the continuous representation of the FLPs than the yard layout problems. objects and when the function is normalized will be the minimum Euclidean distance.
In this paper, the Phi-function of rectangles will be adopted to untangle the non- 
Formulation of port layout models for an OWF
The description of the port layout models for an OWF has been provided in Section 1.
The main factors considered in the model are depicted in Figure 2 where the main inputs required by the model include the set of edges that make up a polygon (the port area), set of subareas, set of possible rectangles for each subarea, set of components, set of predefined subareas, and the unit transportation cost of each component (£/metre). A subset of the subareas need to be allocated in a way that at least one corner point of the corresponding rectangle touches a predefined subset of edges of the polygon, which represents the port area.
This subset of the subareas is called the set of predefined subareas throughout this paper. The requirement of the predefined subarea is realistic. For example, the loading area needs to be located in the quay side (the boundary of the port area) while the unloading area should be near to the main road (the boundary of the port area). A rectangle representing a predefined subarea may touch more than one edge of the polygon (port area). We propose two variant Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models of the port layout problem for an offshore wind farm. The first model deals with the problem with a port area of convex shape whereas the second one addresses the problem with a concave polygon.
We refer to the first model as the Basic MILP (BMILP) model whereas the second one is called the Enhanced MILP (EMILP), which is an enhancement of the BMILP model.
The Basic MILP (BMILP) model
This subsection presents the mathematical formulation of the Basic MILP (BMILP) model where each subarea has a set of possible rectangles to choose from and the shape of the port area is assumed to be a convex polygon. As all subareas (represented by rectangles)
need to be inside the port area (represented by a convex polygon), all the corner points of each rectangle must be inside the convex polygon. To realize this constraint, the vertices of the convex polygon are ordered clockwise first (see Figure 3a) . A point is on the interior of this convex polygon if it is always on the right hand side of all the line segments. To judge if a point is on the right hand side of each edge of the convex polygon, the following basic geometrical knowledge is provided first.
(a) (b) Figure 3 . The formulation of the parameters of the edges Let E be a set of edge vectors indexed by e with e  , e  , and e  as the parameters of edge e ( E e  ). The formulation to calculate the value of the parameters is given in Figure 3b where edge e with the direction from point A to point B is given. A point, say point C The problem can be formulated as a non-linear MIP model as follows: 
Where M is an arbitrarily large constant
Objective function (1) aims to minimise the total transportation cost for all components.
Constraints (2) Constraints (4) - (5) affirm that both rectangles can be selected if one of them is chosen.
Constraints (6) make sure that only one rectangle is selected for each subarea. Constraints (7) aim to check the consistency of (14) - (17) guarantee that all chosen rectangles are located inside the convex polygon (port area) (Chernov et al., 2009) . Constraints (18) - (22) make sure that the at least one corner point of rectangles representing predefined subareas lies on the predefined edges. Constraints (18) - (21) define whether the corner points of selected rectangles (predefined areas) lie on the predefined edges or not whereas Constraints (22) impose that at least one corner point will be located on the predefined edge. Constraints (23) - (25) 
The Enhanced MILP (EMILP) model
The description of the Enhanced MILP (EMILP) model is given in this subsection. This model is built to address the port area with a nonconvex shape, which represents a significant portion of real port shapes. Here we propose an approach to deal with such a problem. The main idea of the approach is to transform the nonconvex polygon into a convex polygon by inserting dummy rectangle areas and forbidden areas of convex polygon shape. Both dummy rectangle areas and forbidden areas are used to prohibit the components from being allocated to the non-existing area of the port. They are realized in the MILP model with different set of constraints. The dummy areas act as virtual subareas where the location of these areas is fixed and other rectangles representing subareas cannot overlap with these areas whereas the forbidden areas aim to avoid locating the corner points of the rectangles (representing subareas) inside these areas.
The use of forbidden areas does not guarantee that the rectangles (representing subareas)
will not overlap with the forbidden areas. Therefore, the forbidden areas must be located on a 16 corner of port area to ensure that there is no rectangle (representing a subarea) overlapping the forbidden area. In other words, the forbidden area cannot be located in the middle of the port area. Figure 4 presents an example that a forbidden area cannot be used where a dummy rectangle area is added instead of the forbidden area. Figure 4a shows the example of port area that is a nonconvex polygon. In case a forbidden area is inserted, the other area, says
Area A, may overlap with the forbidden area as given in Figure 4b . Here, instead of inserting the forbidden area, a rectangle dummy area is added at expense of a slightly smaller port area.
In Figure 5a , the area of potential Scottish offshore wind support port, Port Ardersier, as an example is presented. It can be seen clearly that the area of the port is a nonconvex polygon. 
Forbidden Areas
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Matheuristic approaches for the port layout problem
Based on our preliminary study, the MILP models with one possible dimension (rectangle) for each subarea are relatively easy to solve using optimiser software (CPLEX).
On the other hand, if the problem size is large where the number of possible rectangles for each subarea is high, the MILP models are very hard to solve using the exact method. To overcome this disadvantage, matheuristic approaches are proposed where a hybridization of a metaheuristic and an exact method is implemented. In this approach, the exact method is embedded into the metaheuristic technique. The metaheuristic approach determines the rectangle (dimension) that will be used for each subarea whereas in the exact method, the MILP model is solved using CPLEX to evaluate the quality of the solution obtained. In other 20 words, the exact method only solves the MILP model when the number of possible dimensions for each subarea is such that the resulting problem can be tackled relatively quickly using CPLEX. We refer to this MILP model as the reduced MILP model. The reduced MILP model needs to include dummy rectangle areas, forbidden areas, and fixed subareas when this matheuristic approach is used for solving EMILP problems.
The metaheuristic used in our proposed approaches is based on Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS). This is due to the fact that VNS is a single solution based heuristic that successfully tackles many combinatorial problems in a shorter computational time compared to its counterpart the population based heuristic (such as genetic algorithms, ant systems, and particle swarm optimization). VNS comprises local search and neighbourhood search. The former looks for local optimality, whereas the latter aims to escape from the local optima. In this study, we propose a matheuristic approach based on VNS for solving the installation port layout problem where a new local search for this problem is also introduced.
Irawan et al. (2015) also proposed a metaheuristic based on VNS for installation scheduling in offshore wind farms. However, the nature of the problem in the installation scheduling is completely different to the port layout problem that we study here in this paper. Therefore, the procedure of VNS and the local search proposed in this study is not the same as that of Irawan et al. (2015) . The main steps of this approach are given by Figure 6 where the first two steps are the initialization step. In Step 1), the best solution and its objective function value are defined whereas in Step 2), three parameters (T, max c and max k ) need to be determined. T represents a multi-start approach in our method. In case that T is set to 5, it means that the method is executed 5 times starting from 5 different initial solutions randomly generated. max c is the number of runs for the VNS using the best solution obtained (X) as the initial solution. In other words, the procedure of VNS is repeated for max c iterations. max k is a parameter to determine the set of neighbourhood structures (Nk) where k = 1,…, max k . 
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Step 3) is an iterative (multi-start) process where firstly, the initial solution is generated by choosing at random a rectangle for each subarea. In this approach, the random number is generated using the uniform distribution inversion method. The quality of the solution (objective function value) is attained by solving the reduced MILP model using an exact method (CPLEX). For each initial solution, the VNS is used to improve the solution quality where the procedure of VNS is executed for max c iteration. Starting from the second iteration, the initial solution of the VNS is obtained from the best solution attained from the previous iteration. In the VNS, the neighbourhood search is performed by 'shaking' the current solution. The shaking process is done by selecting a subarea randomly followed by swapping a rectangle of this subarea (used in current solution) with another randomly chosen rectangle. This process is done k times representing the k th neighbourhood structures (Nk) which is adopted from Hansen and Mladenovic (1997).
In the local search, we propose an algorithm based on the interchange heuristic which is presented in Figure 7 . In the move or not, a larger neighbourhood is systematically used if an improvement is not found, otherwise the smallest one will be used. In the VNS, the smallest neighbourhood is the one that is closest to the current solution whereas the largest one is farthest from the current solution. This can be done by updating the value of k where k = 1 represents the smallest neighbourhood whereas k = max k indicates the largest neighbourhood.
The local search is based on the interchange heuristic using a first improvement strategy.
The algorithm aims to find a rectangle ( s  ) representing a subarea to be swapped with rectangle s used in the current solution. The swap will be done if improvement occurs. In Steps 1b and 1c(i) of Figure 7 , a random approach is used to choose the first subarea and rectangle to be evaluated so the swapping will not always start from the same subarea. This may diversify the search. In Step 1c(ii), the reduced MILP is solved optimally to evaluate the quality of the solution. To speed up the process of finding the optimal solution, an upper bound is fed into the model based on the best objective function (incumbent) value obtained so far. The second step is a termination phase where the local search will stop if there is no improvement after all possible swaps based on incumbent solution have been done. the port area with convex irregular polygon shape is generated randomly to assess our approaches in solving the BMILP problem. In the second one (Dataset 2), the area of Port
Ardersier is used to demonstrate the EMILP problem as the shape of the port area is a nonconvex irregular polygon.
Step 1 
Experiments on the randomly generated port area (Dataset 1)

A. Data
The data are generated randomly based on approximations for the purpose of conducting computational experiments. In this study, three main components of an offshore wind turbine are considered namely tower, nacelle, and blade. Table 3 shows the transportation cost for each component. The installation port area dedicated for the OWF is divided into eight types of subarea in this dataset, which is presented in Table 4 . The loading area is the area located on the quay side where the components need to be loaded / unloaded into/from a vessel. In this subarea, heavy lift cranes are installed. The stage areas (tower, nacelle, and blade stages) are the place where the components are laid down waiting to be transferred into the vessel. Components that have been manufactured will be kept in the storage areas. The unloading area is usually near to the main road/rail entrance where wind turbine components produced by inland manufacturers are transported by road/rail. Once the components have been unloaded, they are transferred to the storage areas. In Table 4 , five possible rectangles are presented with their dimension, length (l) and width (w). Two port areas of irregular convex polygon shape are generated which are referred to as Polygon PS and PL. The size of Polygon PL area is slightly bigger than the one of PS. Table   5 shows the coordinates for each point that make up the polygons where the edges are constructed by drawing a straight line using a pair of points (1-2, 2-3, …, 13-1). In total both polygons have 13 vertices. The quay side is located at the x-axis line where y = 0. Table 6 presents the parameter values (, , γ) for each edge for both Polygon PS and PL where these value are calculated using the formulation given in Figure 3 . In total, there are 13 edges for each polygon. The list of subareas in which at least one their corner points lies on the predefined edges is given in Table 7 . For Polygons PS and PL, Edge E13 is the border of the quay side whereas Edge E6 is the nearest side to main road/rail. In other words, loading area (A1) must lie on Edge E13 whilst the unloading area (A8) is recommended to be located near to Edge E6. Table 8 indicates the movement of the components of the wind turbine in the port area.
Tower (C1) travels from the unloading area to the tower storage area. If this component is needed for the installation in the offshore wind farm, it will be transferred to tower stage area waiting to be loaded to the vessel, which will be performed in the loading area. Similar movements occur for nacelle (C2) and blade (C1). In general, the movement of components starts from the unloading area to the storage area. From the latter area, the components will be transferred to the stage area before they are transported to loading area. 
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B. Results
In the computational experiments, the two methods (exact method and Matheuristic approach) are used to solve the BMILP problem using Polygons PS and PL. We also vary the number of areas that touch the polygon to 1 (AF1) and 2 (AF2). In AF1, at least one corner point of Area A1 lies on Edge 13 whereas in AF2, Area A1 and A8 touch Edge E13 and E6
respectively. In other words, there are 4 main problems, namely PS-AF1, PS-AF2, PL-AF1, and PL-AF2. In the experiments, the number of possible rectangles for each subarea is set to  where A a S a ,..., 1 ,    meaning that the number of possible rectangles for a subarea is the same with other subareas. For each main problem, we also vary the value of  from 2 to 5. In case  = 2, the first two rectangles in Table 4 is considered while  = 4, the first four are taken into account.
To assess our proposed matheuristic approach, we compare the solutions of the proposed method with those of the exact method using IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.6 Concert Library. As the problems are very hard to solve by exact method, we limit the computational time (CPU) to three hours so the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) can be attained.
The performance of the proposed matheuristic approach will also be measured by %Gap between the Z value obtained by the matheuristic approach and the lower bound (LB) obtained from the exact method. %Gap is calculated as follows:
where Zm refers to the feasible solution cost obtained by either the exact method (UB) or the matheuristic method.
In the matheuristic approach, two scenarios are implemented where in the first scenario, the value of parameters T , max c and max k are set to 1,  and A respectively whereas in the second one, we set those parameters to 5, 1 and A respectively. The first scenario tends to improve the best solution obtained so far by executing the VNS  times. The second one applies a multi-start approach where a set of initial solutions is randomly generated. Each initial solution is improved by implementing the VNS once. The best solution is the one with the smallest objective function value. Table 9 presents the computational results on the randomly generated port area.
In Table 9 , the results of the exact method (UB, LB, %Gap and CPU time in seconds) are
given. In our experiments, to assess the consistency of the proposed metaheuristic methods, in each instance the methods were executed 5 times therefore the average result (Avg Z) as well as the best one (Best Z) are provided. According to Table 9 , the objective function value improves when the number of possible rectangles included in the model increases as there is a greater number of possible options when choosing the area dimension. The CPU time rises 28 exponentially along with the number of possible rectangles. It is also noted that for some instances, CPLEX cannot guarantee optimality (%Gap > 0) after the set time of 3 hours.
The objective function values on a bigger polygon (PL) are better than the ones on the smaller one (PS) as more available spaces gives less restrictions. Similarly, when we restrict two areas (AF2) that need to touch the border of polygon, the objective function value is worse than one area (AF1). However, instance PL-AF1 is the most difficult to solve by the exact method (CPLEX) with a longer computational time needed to solve this instance. Based on the average of CPU time, the matheuristic approaches run much faster than the exact method to solve the problems. It is noted that regarding the average gap, the proposed matheuristic approach (both scenarios) yields a smaller gap compared to the exact method using CPLEX (run within 3 hours). The matheuristic approach using Scenario 2 produces a smaller gap than the one using Scenario 1. However, the average computational time required by scenario 2 to solve the problems is 1.6 times the one needed by scenario 1. In general, for this case the approach using scenario 2 performs better than the one using scenario 1 at the expense of a longer computational time. Figure 8 shows the examples of the optimal port layout generated by the exact method.
Figures 8a and 8b show the port layout on instances PS-AF1 and PS-AF2 respectively where both instances use 3 possible rectangles for each area. From Figure 8 , it is shown that Area A1 (loading area) lies on the bottom border of polygon which represents the quay side. In Figure 8b , PS-AF2 instance, Area A8 (unloading area) needs to touch Edge E6, which is near to the main road/rail entrance. On the other hand, for PS-AF1 instance (Figure 8a ), Area A8
is located in the middle of the port area as there is no restriction for this area.
(a) (b) Figure 8 . The examples of the port layout generated by exact method Table 9 . The results on the BMILP problem using the randomly generated port area (Dataset 1) 
Port Ardersier Example (Dataset 2)
A. Port area data
The approximated area of Port Ardersier can be seen in Figure 5 , where the shape of the port area is an irregular nonconvex polygon. In this case, we deal with the EMILP problem. Table 10 shows the coordinates of Port Ardersier vertices which the port area has been transformed into a convex polygon. Similar to the previous experiments, the quay side is at the x-axis line. In Table 11 , a list of dummy areas is given where Columns 2 and 3 indicate the x-and y-coordinate of bottom-left corner point of the dummy area that need to be located. The table also provides the length and the width of each dummy rectangle area. Table 12 shows a list of the forbidden area coordinates where the number of points that make up the polygon is given. The construction of the edge vector is similar to the one of the convex polygon (port area). The formulation in Figure 3 is also used to calculate the parameters (, , and γ) for each edge. In this case study, the Loading Area, which needs to be located at the quay side, is The exact method and the proposed matheuristic approach are also used to address this EMILP problem. In the exact method, CPLEX was also used to solve the problem. We limit the computational time to 3 hours to obtain upper and lower bounds which is similar to the previous experiments. In the matheuristic approach, the scenario along with parameter setting used is also the same as in the previous experiments. For each instance the methods were also run 5 times to assess the consistency of our proposed method.
B. Computational Results on Instance 2a
In this experiment, the subareas and components considered along with its transportation cost and its movement are the same with the previous experiment. We also vary the number of possible rectangles for each subarea () from 2 to 5 where the detailed data is given in Table B1 of Appendix B. The computational results on Instance 2a are presented in Table 13 where the exact method was able to guarantee optimality for the first three problems. For the fourth problem (5 possible dimensions), the %Gap obtained by CPLEX is relatively high which is 40.8509%. Running CPLEX for 35 hours for the fourth problem produced a guaranteed optimal solution equivalent to the upper bound value (30, 743 .75) shown in Table   13 .
Based on Table 13 , similarly to the previous experiments, the matheuristic approach runs much faster than the exact method. When 5 possible rectangles in used, the matheuristic approach with Scenarios 1 and 2 need only around 3 and 4 minutes respectively to solve the problem. The value of Z for the problem with =4 and =5 is the same meaning that an additional rectangle for each area does not improve the quality of the solution. By executing the matheuristic methods five times, the optimal solutions can be obtained as the Gap (%) of and £6/m respectively. We vary the number of possible rectangles for each subarea () from 6 to 10 where the detailed data is given in Table B2 of Appendix B.
According our experiments on this instance, the exact method using CPLEX was not able to obtain the lower bound within 3 hours. In other words, the value of LB is still zero.
However, CPLEX managed to obtain the upper bound (UB) value. The performance of the proposed matheuristic approach will be assessed by %Dev which is calculated as follows:
where Zm : the feasible solution cost obtained by either the exact method (UB) or the matheuristic method.
Z' : the best known solution cost.
In the proposed matheuristic approach, we only use Scenario 1 in these experiments with the computational time limited to 1 hour. We use this scenario as it runs faster than its counterpart, Scenario 2. We also make a further enhancement inside the local search procedure proposed in Figure 7 . As the number of subareas in this case study is relatively large, to speed up the search process, in
Step 1c(ii) of Figure 7 the solution of the reduced MILP problem produced by CPLEX is not required to be guaranteed optimal. In the reduced problem, CPLEX may find the optimal solution although the %Gap between UB and LB is not zero. In this problem, it seems that a good LB is more difficult to obtain using CPLEX than a good UB. Therefore, in in Step 1c (ii) of Figure 7 for this instance, we add %Gap as a termination criterion for CPLEX to solve the reduced MILP which we set %Gap to 5%. Table 14 shows the computational results on Instance 2b where the matheuristic approach produces better solutions than the exact method for all problems while requiring a smaller computing time. The exact method yields a deviation of 5.4748% whereas the average deviation of the proposed matheuristic using Scenario 1 is 0.7%. Moreover, the best solution found for all problems in this instance is also produced by the matheuristic approach (by executing the matheuristic methods five times). 
Conclusion
In this paper, mathematical models are proposed for generating an optimal layout for an installation port for an offshore wind farm. The objective functions of the models are to minimise the total transportation cost of the components within the port. The shape of the subareas that need to be located in the port is rectangular where each subarea has several possible dimensional options to choose from. Exact method and matheuristic approaches are proposed to solve the problem. In the matheuristic approaches, a hybridization of exact method and VNS technique is proposed to find a good solution in a reasonable computing time.
Two datasets are used for evaluating the performance of the proposed methods. The first dataset is randomly generated whereas the second dataset uses the area of Port Ardersier in Scotland as a case study. The computational experiments show that the exact method is able to attain optimality in almost all instances whereas the matheuristic methods perform well and run much faster than the exact method.
In future research, the proposed models can be treated as a criterion in the wider port choice model and OWF supply chain modelling. Offshore wind is an emerging industry in which the use of operational research methods such as those proposed in this paper are required in order to provide optimal decision support and hence an efficient logistics strategy.
The use of operational research techniques for layout and port configuration problem in other emerging marine renewable technologies, such as tidal and wave power, is an interesting area for future research. 
